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Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instruction :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.
2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.
3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions

answer on separate page.
4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Discuss various sampling methods that one can consider for planning research project
design. 5

b) Discuss basic types of researches. 5

c) What is a research paper? What are the possible objectives of writing a research
paper? 5

d) Explain importance of Citation in writing of a research paper. 5

e) How are reference list and bibliography related? Explain them and their relationship.
5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Your friend Rakesh has written to you that he approached a car finance company for a
car loan. They have quoted flat 7% pa interest. The company has offered a loan of
Rs. 6 lakhs to be repaid in 48 months with an EMI of Rs. 16,000 p.m.

{[600,000 + 600,000*0.07*4]/48 = 16,000}.

Rakesh has further said that when he approached the same company asking for another
product in which he can deposit Rs. 6 lakhs today, and the company would pay him a
fixed amount per month for 48 months. The company has offered him 9% p.a. interest
on reducing balance and quoted a monthly amount of Rs. 14,931/- only.

Rakesh is confused. He wants to know whether the company is taking him for a ride
by quoting only 7% rate of interest for his car loan.

Write a letter to Rakesh explaining him how the two schemes work and what is the
effective rate of interest that Rakesh would pay if he takes a car loan. 5
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b) You are an actuary in a life office. You are in receipt of a note from a customer
service executive referring to a query from a potential customer: Ajay.
“Ajay a non-smoker, applied for our select 15 year Term assurance policy 10 years
ago with a sum assured of Rs. 1,000,000. He was charged an annual premium of Rs.
10,000. At the same time, his twin brother (Vijay), a smoker, applied for an identical
policy (i.e. same term and sum assured) and paid an annual premium of Rs. 15,000.
Recently, Ajay has applied for one of our annuity products, the select Annuity contract.
We quoted a lump sum of Rs. 300,000 for level annual payments of Rs. 15,000 p.a.
(nil escalation in payment). The select Annuity contract provides regular payments
for life to the annuitant with no benefits payable to dependents on death.
Vijay has also applied for the select Annuity contract and has been quoted a lump sum
of Rs. 250,000. The terms of both policies are identical i.e. both quotes were for
level annual payments Rs. 15,000.
Ajay has a copy of a letter sent to his brother 10 years ago stating that as a smoker he
posed a greater risk and therefore his premium for life insurance was higher than his
brother’s. Ajay believes that by the same token, his brother should be charged a higher
amount for the annuity. He cannot understand why this is not the case; he has questioned
the possibility of his quote being mixed up with his brother’s. He has asked for a
response to his query.”
Draft a replay to Ajay in approximately 150 words. 5

c) These sentences are all in either the passive or impersonal format or both. Rewrite
them to make them clearer and more direct.
i) It was decided by the committee that all the offices would be painted green and

white.
ii) It is the director’s view that the company should  be closed down.
iii) The order for the new computer equipment was made by the contracts Manager.
iv) It was ordered by the principal that the girl students should not permitted to

enter college premises if they were wearing shorts.
v) If you would like to know what has been completed in the project so far, you can

find the full report at our website. 5
d) Set out below is a list of weaknesses in an answer to a communication exercise. For

each weakness, identify which of the nine steps have been missed or carried out poorly.
i) Unprofessional style and tone
ii) Missed the point
iii) Too much detail
iv) No clarity of
v) Beating round the bush 5
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e) Actuarial communication needs understanding of actuarial principles and general
knowledge about insurance principles. In view of the above, please answer the
following questions:

i) What problems are caused for general insurers by the large number of small
claims?

ii) How do general insurers try to reduce these problems? 5

3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) State in brief the key points that one should remember while preparing a PowerPoint
Presentation with respect to following features:

General Layout, Text, Sound effects, Use of colours, Images and movies, Animations,
Side notes, Slide simplicity, Delivery to audience. 5

b) You work for a firm of consulting actuaries and have been asked to give a PowerPoint
Presentation on “Different methods that can be used to decide between alternative
investment projects (like NPV, IRR .... etc).” Write down in brief what all things you
will cover in your PowerPoint Presentation. 5

c) You are asked to prepare a PowerPoint Presentation on “The balance of payments and
exchange rates”, using five sides only. Mention content of each slide briefly. 5

d) Your friend had few questions regarding construction of PPT, answer them in brief: 5

i) What is the general hierarchy of an effective PowerPoint Presentation?

ii) What all efforts one should take before making actual PowerPoint Presentation?

iii) If many people are given the same topic for making a PPT, how one can make
sure that his textual slides are as efficient and high-impact as possible?

iv) What extra efforts will be needed to ensure that your presentation really connects
with audience?

e) Design a slide presentation with six or seven slides on the subject of “Various Life
Annuity contracts”. 5
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4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) State the objective statement for your resume to be sent for an entry level actuarial
job to

i) A life company

ii) A non-life company

iii) A consulting company 5

b) “Do not inefficiently lie on a resume”. Explain. 5
c) You are scheduled for a telephonic interview tomorrow with a non-life insurance

company. How will you prepare yourself for the same? 5

d) Respond to the following interview question:
How will the academic program and coursework you’ve taken benefit your career? 5

e) Give five common questions (not their answers) you may expect in your interview
with the HR Manager of XYZ Life Insurance Ltd. scheduled on tomorrow. 5
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